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In modern days, use of service-oriented architecture (SoA) is becoming 

popular due to the use of public cloud. A cloud can provide storage services, 

computing services and infrastructure without any capital or operational 

expenditure. There are numerous cloud providers in the market. Among the 

prominent ones, such as Amazon AWS, Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and 

Microsoft Azure etc. GCP offers a wide array of services for many 

organizations and individuals around the world like other cloud providers. 

However, the question is, all those data, confidential information, intellectual 

property of individual or industries safe enough? Can we trust a public service 

provider? Hence, our initiative aims at investigating that GCP is secure from 

inside attackers. Why we chose inside attackers? Well the idea is to check if 

GCP can detect and ignore an attack launched internally. In this case, it should 

be secure enough to prevent from outsiders as well. The research investigation 

would involve Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks against a local 

virtual machine (VM) launched from GCP. There is a broad spectrum of VMs 

available in GCP compute engine service.

Abstract

Introduction

The cloud provider that was used in the following experiment was Google 

Cloud Platform (GCP).  There are many sub-services offered within GCP such 

as App Engine, Compute Engine, Kubertenes Engine, and many other tools 

and programs.

The sub-service of GCP used in this project was Compute Engine. Compute 

Engine allows a user to create and deploy instances of Virtual Machines 

within GCP’s infrastructure [1]. When creating a virtual machine, GCP has 

sixty Operating System (OS) images to choose. 

Tools

When creating an instance, it is important to know which OS the VM is going to 

use. In another word, which platform the VM will be launched from. With a diverse 

community of users, we had to consider multiple OS platforms to conduct the 

experiment in order to observe the experimental results in a diverse manner. For the 

experiment, two OS’s were used: Windows Server 2016 Datacenter (Windows 

Server) .

Experiment Future Directions and Conclusion

In summary, it is clear that GCP has a strong security system to distinguish 

regular protocol from spoofed ones. Even though it took about 45 minutes to 

detect but GCP could start discarding DoS attack to re-establish efficient 

utilization of CPU and memory in the virtual machines. But GCP’s response 

to amplified pen testing with multiple virtual machines raise an eyebrow. Even 

after 45 minutes, 5 virtual machines have managed to keep the CPU utilization 

over 80%, which is a very alarming indicator. Now, in the future we intend to 

extend the research investigation with a large botnet and running for longer 

interval to see how GCP respond. We also plan to involve several types of 

protocol to see if the GCP respond is different.  

Another observation is, during most of the cases, the DDoS Attack Server 

started to slow down, which was observed by checking the task manager 

running in the VM. LOIC was using most of the CPU power. It even got to a 

point where the Remote Desktop access of Windows Server went to a black 

screen. Occasionally the VM shutdown automatically. Hence, it can also be 

inferred that VM running on GCP platform with all open ports and firewall 

has bare minimum infrastructure to defend against a DoS tool. Certainly, GCP 

did not run any vulnerability testing on the client VMs, which could certainly 

cost their reputation if GCP has an inside, attack.  

From some trials, it was anticipated that everything including packet loss, 

CPU utilization, Disk Utilization and Memory Utilization were to increase in 

a linear pattern. Instead, there was no packet loss, and the CPU Utilization 

started fluctuating. 
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As of recently, cloud computing has become a growing industry. More tech 

companies have started offering cloud services such as Amazon Web Services 

(AWS), Google Cloud Platform (GCP), and Microsoft Azure, Rackspace, 

Verizon wireless, VMware and many more. Cloud computing services are 

provided in complete disguise and independent from the user’s current 

location. The most vital advantage of cloud could be the most vulnerable 

cause of security threats. By vital advantage, we are referring the cloud 

services provided from remote servers in unknown locations. Hence, the 

question arise: “Is cloud safe?” 

For this project, we have received an educational grant from Google for their 

GCP Program. The project was motivated from a class project. This class is 

about World Wide Web programming. The GCP grant allowed about 25 

student licenses to host their virtual machines in GCP in the beginning. Then 

later we applied in 2019 and received a grant for 60 licenses. This project 

involved focusing on the vulnerability of GCP. We decided to investigate in 

GCP with operating systems Windows Server 2016 Data Center and Ubuntu 

18.04 LTS. Windows Server has a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Ubuntu 

18.04 LTS is a Command line interface (CLI). In the following experiments 

the Pen-Testing tool Low Orbit Ion Cannon (LOIC) was used to launch 

Distributed Denial of Service attacks (DDoS) via Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP). 
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Figure 2: LOIC Diagram

Figure 1: GCP Interface

Figure 3: OP Manager List of VM’s 

An intelligent Monitoring tool used in this project was ManageEngine OP 

Manager. It tracks the performance of the VM’s using Simple Network 

Managing Protocol (SNMP). It is accessed through Microsoft Internet Explorer 

using a localhost (https://localhost8060/). OP Manager can also set threshold 

alarms that give the user notifications via email, text messaging, and custom 

scripts [5]. 

Referring to the inventory tab in Figure 3, there is a list of VMs listed with 

various statuses. Each tuple in the figure below OP Manager is providing the 

status, IP address, device types, category and vendor types of each running VM. 

A VM with status Trouble means that one of the performance dials is at a high 

percentage. These dials consist of availability, CPU Utilization, Disk Utilization, 

Packet Loss, and Memory Utilization. 

The test bed in this research involves launching a DoS attack from a running 

VM with Windows on GCP to another running VM in GCP. The attack scenario 

will certainly test the DoS attack handling capability of GCP. Why DoS attack? 

GCP is a service-oriented architecture (SoA). 

The penetration-testing tool used in this research experiment was Low Orbit Ion 

Cannon (LOIC) [3]. LOIC offers Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack 

using three different types of Protocols: Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), 

User Datagram Protocol (UDP), and Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). 

Another feature offered on LOIC is Threads or simulated users in the attack. By 

default, it is set to ten threads. LOIC is very user friendly and easy to launch 

attacks with either of those protocols. A user can provide the target machine 

URL or IP address to launch attack. In our experiment, it was the IPv4 address 

of the victim virtual machine.

Figure 3: OP Manager List of VM’s 

To facilitate a DDoS attack, it was essential to turn off all the security features in 

windows. This also similar for Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration, 

as keeping all the ports open would create a honeypot environment for the 

adversaries. It also prevents anything from being downloaded onto the VM. 

For this experiment, five VMs were launched. Refer to the topology in Figure 4.  

Three of them had the Windows Server 2016 OS. The other Two VMs had the 

Ubuntu 18.04 LTS OS. Two trials were performed. Both were conducted at four 

different time intervals as seen in Figures 4 and 5. 

In the first trial, LOIC was running on a Windows Server VM  (10.142.0.4). In the 

topology shown in Figure 4, it is labeled as the DDoS Attack Server. The DDoS

Attack Victim was also a Windows Server VM with IP address 10.142.0.7. An 

additional Windows Server VM ran Wireshark and OP manager to track the activity 

and measure the parameters of the victim. Monitoring was done through this VM, 

10.142.0.8.  We called it the Wireshark and OP Manager server.

Figure 4: Windows to Windows Attack

Figure 5: Windows to Ubuntu Attack
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